
TIPS FOR PARENTS TO HELP WITH A SUCCESSFUL
TRANSITION FROM MIDDLE SCHOOL TO HIGH SCHOOL

Be interested and enthusiastic about their move to high school.
Your encouragement will help your child to make a successful
transition to High School. Listen to their experiences and expectations.

Discuss the changes every student will experience. Emphasize that
many people feel apprehensive about changing from a smaller middle
school to a larger high school, and that there will be people to help
them adjust.

Learn about school routines and timetables. Talking to student
already enrolled at the school can be useful in finding out this
information. Attending the 8th grade parent information night is also a
good way to obtain this information.

Help your child to develop good study habits. Try to provide them
with somewhere private and quiet to study. Help your child to set
aside a particular time to study. Work out a daily timetable that
incorporates all your child's needs and interests. Regularly viewed TV
programs, club activities and sports should all be part of the timetable.
Ultimately they will need to manage their own study and they can
guide you in what is helpful for them.

Practice organizational skills. In the first few weeks of high school
you might want to check with your child that they have the right books
for the following day. You will quickly encourage a good habit. Have
your student use the day planner that is given to each student the first
week of school. Check their backpack’s organization after a week or
so. If necessary empty the backpack out and help your student get
organized.

Keep communication open about all your child's experiences, and
make sure they know you're available if things go wrong.

Help your child set priorities. The expectations and responsibilities
of high school will be quite different than what your child experienced
in middle school. As more and more responsibility falls upon their
shoulders, help your child evaluate the levels of importance they place
upon their academic requirements versus social activities.
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